Grand tour ford mustang

The Grand Tour finally premiered on the 18th of this month, and man was it worth the wait!
Some of us laughed, some of us cried, but no one was more excited to see the holy trinity of
cars that were featured on the show than me. It was a beautiful thing to see, especially coming
from a show that traditionally dismisses American cars. But of course, this is America, and we
Americans as pointed out by Jeremy on many an occasion , love to modify our cars. GAS might
seem familiar to those that watched Pimp My Ride, as they were the garage featured on the
show. With a Pimp My Ride background, no one really expected the Rocket to be subtle. In fact I
have to admit, I am not a huge fan of the way the car looks. I especially like the hood, which
features a dual intake ram air system. I wish it had an actual functional spoiler or wing, though.
But alas, no such thing. Featuring a carbon fiber body, the Rocket is basically just that; a
rocket. Incredibly light with a supercharged V8 motor, this thing can haul some serious ass. It
also features a new exhaust by Magnaflow, and a bevy of suspension goodies from Steeda
Autosports. After marveling at Jeremy seemingly enjoying himself in a Mustang though to be
fair, he did seem to like the GT he drove a while back , who should we see but Captain Slow
himself pulling alongside Jezza in a Mustang Roush Stage 3. The premise is simple; take a
Mustang GT, pop on a bunch of Roush bodywork parts, a whole crap ton of aero and
suspension upgrades, a really cool Active Performance exhaust system, and slap on a Roush 2.
Not only do I love the way the Roush parts look especially that front fascia! The gaudiness and
power of the Rocket was a perfect fit for Jeremy, but the Roush is more elegant looking, and
much more understated. In fact, the Active Exhaust can even toggle from a bone jarring Track
setting to a more quiet and thoughtful Touring setting for everyday driving. Now you can have a
hp monster without waking the whole neighborhood when you start the car up. The GTR is a
magnificent machine being offered at a tremendous value. You get a spectacular 5. The 5.
Combine that with the adaptable suspension, that beauty of an engine, and a host of other
features, the GTR may very well be the most capable Mustang ever made. Within three minutes
of the show starting, I was already chomping at the bit. Never mind the fact that Clarkson, May,
and Hammond were all back on our screens, never mind the fact that Amazon has given the
show an obscene budget to work with, never mind the fact that we are finally going to see the
Porsche , McLaren P1, and the Ferrari LaFerrari go head to headâ€¦forget all that. The first three
minutes, to quote the youths out there, hit me right in the feels by featuring the car that got me
into cars in the first place all those years ago. So with that, I would like to say: Welcome back,
gentlemen. PS â€” If you ever feel like using my Mustang on the show, just shoot me an email.
Search Search for: Search. Leave a Reply Cancel reply. The programme focuses on conducting
reviews of various models of car, new models and vintage classics, as well as tackling
motoring-styled challenges and races, and features the use of studio segments between
pre-recorded films. The following is a list of episodes, listed in order of their original air date,
along with information regarding featured cars that were reviewed and the main feature of the
episode; for the second series only, the list also includes the celebrity guests who appeared on
the programme. The Grand Tour conducted its studio segments via a travelling tent for the first
series only, information pertaining its location is briefly described within the first sentence of
the short summary for each listed episode of the respective series. The fourth series premiered
on 13 December With the exception of the two-part special for the first series, each episode
featured studio segments filmed within a makeshift tent lot hosted across various foreign
locales - two of these sites were each used for two separate but consecutive episodes.
Although the series featured celebrities, most appeared in a minor capacity while others were
mentioned or involved a look-alike - these appearances mainly were for a running gag involving
them heading to meet the presenters in their tent for an interview, only to "die" in a freak
accident. The group begin at the Palio di Siena horse race, exploring art in Florence, racing
each other at the Mugello Circuit , visiting the Lamborghini Museum and Piazza dei Signori,
Vicenza , and finish off their tour in the city of Venice. Meanwhile Hammond and May fulfil a bet
from the first episode during their hypercar reviews, by destroying Clarkson's old home in
Chadlington , Oxfordshire, as part of the wager their colleague lost. After the first series, the
programme's studio segments were permanently filmed within the Cotswolds. In addition,
celebrities were more fully involved in the programme than the minor appearance they had in
the previous series, taking part for a special segment used in this only involving head-to-head
timed laps between two guests in each episode, with the exception of the final episode which
was a special. The presenters head to Switzerland to compare a supercar of the past, present
and future to see which is best â€” Clarkson represents the past with a petrol powered
Lamborghini Aventador S , May represents the present with a hybrid powered Honda NSX , and
Hammond represents the future with an all-electric powered Rimac Concept One â€” taking
them on a journey across the Swiss Alps , where they check out museums, conduct a drag race,
and then put their cars into a hill climbing race at Hemberg. In a new segment entitled "Celebrity

Face Off", Ricky Wilson and David Hasselhoff perform a timed lap each to see who is the fastest
between them. The third series discontinued the involvement of celebrity guests, in order to
provide more focus on films, and was the last series to involve studio segments, car reviews
and timed laps. In acknowledgement of this drop in the format, the final episode's last scene
featured a montage of studio scenes conducted by the presenters over the course of the career
- both from this program, as well as from their time hosting Top Gear. As they head southwards
for the remaining animals on their list, they find themselves contending with mountains, higher
altitudes and severe weather, before their search for the final animal is found to be much easier
than expected. The presenters pay tribute to the mid-size Ford saloon , with Clarkson and May
looking over the history of the Ford Cortina and the generation of cars modeled on the original,
while Hammond reviews the Ford Sierra RS Cosworth at the Eboladrome, before joining his
colleagues to bid farewell to the Ford Mondeo with a car meet at Lincoln Cathedral. In their final
scene, the group pay homage to their involvement in studio based car shows over the last 17
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Lake , California [5]. Jeremy Clarkson , Richard Hammond , and James May launch their brand
new programme by conducting a comparison review amongst a selection of hybrid hypercars
â€” Clarkson in the McLaren P1 , Hammond in the Porsche Spyder , and May in the LaFerrari
â€” putting them through their paces at Algarve International Circuit in Portugal with a series of
drag races and road tests, before seeing which is the fastest in timed laps. Meanwhile, Clarkson
takes a look at the BMW M2 while introducing the programme's own test track nicknamed "The
Eboladrome" and their test driver known only as " The American ". Charlize Theron.
Johannesburg , South Africa [8] [9]. Clarkson, Hammond and May find themselves in Jordan
undertaking a SAS -style military training exercise per their producer's instructions, escorting a
"VIP" to an important location while tackling a review of the Audi S8 Plus. Meanwhile, May takes
part in the specialised South African motorsport of " Spinning " and finds out how to compete
in it, while Clarkson tests the Aston Martin Vulcan at the Eboladrome. Whitby , United Kingdom
[12] [9]. Note : The demolition of Clarkson's Oxfordshire home was scripted for The Grand Tour
, as it was scheduled to be demolished at the time of filming for this episode. The presenters
take on the challenge to make their own environmentally friendly car bodies using the platform
of a Land Rover Discovery , before tackling an mile road trip in Wales to a dirt track to race
against three normal cars. Golden Earring. Rotterdam , Netherlands [15]. The presenters travel
to Morocco with the best affordable roadster they prefer â€” Hammond favours the Mazda MX-5
, May favours the Zenos E10S , and Clarkson favours the Alfa Romeo 4C Spider â€” in order to
find out which is the best, conducting tests that include a drag race, weighing their cars, and
performing a timed lap on a specially made circuit at Atlas Corporation Studios in Ouarzazate.
Meanwhile, Hammond and May make their own version of Battleships , using old cars as the
"ships" and several G-Wizes as "missiles", as they see who has the keenest strategy to win.
LeMans rivalry between Ford and Ferrari. Hammond and Clarkson compare the new
right-hand-drive Ford Mustang GT to the new Ford Focus RS , driving the car they prefer to see
which is the best and the fastest around the Eboladrome. Meanwhile, May looks over the
historic Le Mans 24 Hour racing rivalry between Ford and Ferrari , which resulted in the creation
of the Ford GT40 and the Ferrari P3 , while the presenters take a look at a selection of festive
motoring-themed gift ideas. May bases his on the original s buggy design, Clarkson opts for his

to be fitted with a V8 engine , while Hammond upgrades his with rally grade suspension and
off-road tyres. In the first part, the trio journey towards the shipwreck of Eduard Bohlen , cross
the harsh terrain and sand dunes of the Namib Desert , and make for the capital of Windhoek. In
the second part of their beach buggy journey, the trio drive their modified buggies towards the
Namibia- Angola border. Starting out at Windhoek, the group contend with rough roads and
harsh off-road terrain, and traverse a crocodile infested river, whereupon they soon come to the
conclusion that their producer might have been right about beach buggies, when they find
themselves within sight of their goal. Honda NSX. Stuttgart , Germany [22] [23] [24]. Clarkson
attempts to make a "proper" car by combining classic car bodies with the chassis of a Land
Rover Discovery , whereupon he tries out his creation by taking his fellow presenters for a trip
to Chelsea Football Club and later seeing how much it fetches at a car auction in Kensington.
Meanwhile, the presenters take a look at ingenious charging methods, May heads for the
Eboladrome to review the new Honda NSX , and Hammond tries to make some post-apocalyptic
creations that his colleagues soon destroy via different methods. Coral" [25]. Saving coral reefs
with car body shells in Barbados. Alfa Romeo Giulia Quadrifoglio. Nashville, Tennessee [5]. The
presenters attempt to take five car bodies to the coral reefs off the coast near Barbados , where
they soon face issues along the way that force them to complete the job with one of the shells
they possess. Meanwhile, Clarkson conducts an extensive review of the new Alfa Romeo Giulia
Quadrifoglio with a journey between Wales and the Eboladrome. Fiat Abarth Spider. Loch Ness ,
United Kingdom. Each vehicles undergoes a series of tests, before the trio embark on a road
trip across Northern France , which culminates in a race to the Port of Le Havre. The presenters
head for a road trip along the Romantic Road , as part of their review into a selection of British
4x4s â€” May reviews the Bentley Bentayga , Clarkson reviews the Range Rover , and Hammond
revies the Jaguar F-Pace â€” beginning in Germany , travelling across Bavaria , and finishing at
a quarry in Austria where they conduct timed laps to see which car is the fastest. Porsche
Spyder vs. Dubai , United Arab Emirates [29]. Meanwhile, May takes part in the sport of Off-road
Winching , while Hammond drag races the Porsche Spyder against the Bugatti Veyron and later
a horsepower Nissan Patrol , before travelling to Michelin 's proving grounds in France to learn
how to drift, later competing against professional drifters. The show concludes with outtakes of
Clarkson and Hammond demonstrating their skill in drifting cars. David Hasselhoff , Ricky
Wilson. Note : Richard Hammond was injured in the course of filming for this episode, after his
car crashed upon finishing the hill-climbing race. Footage of this and Hammond being airlifted
to hospital was released on YouTube. Kevin Pietersen , Brian Wilson [31]. Clarkson engages in
a race with the new Ford GT to see if it can beat May and a still-recovering Hammond using
public transport, from New York City to an observation tower overlooking the Niagara Falls.
Hugh Bonneville , Casey Anderson. Clarkson recreates the lifestyle of a jet set driver in his
review of the new Bugatti Chiron , testing it out on a journey from Saint-Tropez to Turin via the
Alps, complete with a drag race during the trip, while May heads to Majorca to test out the Kia
Stinger GT before competing against longboard riders on a race along a mountain road.
Elsewhere, Hammond and May attempt to invent a new motorsport for bored officer workers at
lunchtime, the presenters take a look at festive motoring gifts, and Hugh Bonneville and Casey
Anderson compete against each other in "Celebrity Face Off". Michael Ball , Alfie Boe. Ripsaw
EV2 , Volkswagen Up! Hammond travels to Dubai to review the Ripsaw EV2 with tests around
the city and the surrounding desert, while May heads to the Eboladrome to review the
Volkswagen Up! Meanwhile, Clarkson creates a Ken Block -styled film entitled "Farmkhana"
complete with outtakes and behind-the-scenes footage of the filming, [34] and Bill Bailey and
Dominic Cooper compete in "Celebrity Face Off". Luke Evans , Kiefer Sutherland. The
presenters head to Colorado to prove Jaguar 's reputation for reliability with three of its classic
cars they have purchased â€” Clarkson buys the XJR , May buys an XK8 convertible , and
Hammond buys a Mark X â€” and putting them through a series of challenges on a road trip
from Grand Junction to Telluride. Rally rivalry between Audi and Lancia , Refuelling on the
move. Anthony Joshua , Bill Goldberg. Clarkson takes an in-depth look of the rivalry between
Audi and Lancia in rallying , with a comparison review of their most renowned cars in rally
motorsport history â€” the Audi Quattro and the Lancia Rally , while Hammond and May attempt
to come up with new methods for refuelling. Modernised classics vs. Ford GT. Stewart
Copeland , Nick Mason. Record attempt for fastest speed for a British amphibious vehicle. The
presenters build two different amphibious vehicle â€” one based on a Rolls-Royce Spey , and
the other using a Bond Bug â€” to see if they can break the UK speed record for vehicles of this
class during the Coniston Power Boat Records Week. Rory McIlroy , Paris Hilton. The
presenters head to Mozambique on a mission to bring fish from the capital of Maputo to the
people of Bingo, using three vehicles they modify for the task â€” May modifies a
Mercedes-Benz Estate with a Perspex tank filled with sea water, Clarkson modifies a Nissan

Hardbody truck with an ice machine, and Hammond modifies a TVS Star motorcycle with an
attached rack. Along their mile journey, the group endure the terrain and the breakdowns their
vehicles face, before facing one more problem when they arrive at their destination. The
presenters head to Detroit with three American muscle cars â€” Clarkson in the Ford Mustang
RTR Spec 3 , May in the Hennessey Exorcist and Hammond in the Dodge Challenger SRT
Demon â€” putting their respective choice through a drag race on a deserted street, conducting
a noise test, and racing them around a specially created track in Cadillac's old factory. The
presenters undertake a road trip across Colombia , from Cartagena to Santander , to
photograph a collection of wildlife in the wild requested for by Amazon as their new
screensaver. In the first part, the group begin their journey by focusing on finding the first
animal of their checklist, contending with narrow bridges and jungle terrain along the way. As
they head southwards for the remaining animals on their list, they find themselves contending
with mountains, higher altitudes and severe weather, before their search for the final animal is
found to be much easier than expected Notes : All photographs taken in the two-part special
were displayed as part of the credits for this episode. The presenters head to Wales to conduct
a comparison review of three European Pickups â€” May is given the Mercedes-Benz X-Class ,
Hammond is given the Ford Ranger , and Clarkson is given the Volkswagen Amarok â€” in
which each presenter's vehicle is tested out with an agriculture challenge and a series of
third-world styled challenges. Alpine A , Lamborghini Urus. Clarkson reviews the Lamborghini
Urus in Arjeplog , Sweden , driving it up a ski slope before racing on an ice track against a
Porsche Turbo S driven by Eaton. Clarkson travels to Chongqing , China , to review the Hongqi
L5 , before Hammond and May join him to test out three different second-hand western luxury
cars they purchase â€” May buys a Mercedesâ€”Benz S , Hammond buys a Cadillac STS , and
Clarkson buys a BMW iL â€” putting them through a series of tests regarding handling, luxury,
durability and speed. The presenters head to Nevada for a RV holiday, buying their own and
modifying it for a journey across roads and desert terrain, testing them in a series of
challenging conditions before racing them in a demolition derby. May heads to Florida to look
back on the history and events leading up to the Moon Landing Space Mission as he tests out
the cars driven by each of the Apollo astronauts. On a journey from the shorelines of the Black
Sea to the Caspian Sea , the group take in the scenery of their route while putting their cars
through a series of challenges to determine which one is best. Birthday tribute to the Porsche ,
Speeding up air travel. Meanwhile, two modernised classic Lancias â€” the Delta Futurista and
the Stratos MAT â€” are reviewed by Clarkson at the Eboladrome, before he and Hammond
build their own motorised suitcases to speed up air travel and test them at London Stansted
Airport. Building and driving a car across Mongolia to civilisation: Self-constructed vehicle
named "John". Along with the challenge of making their creation, the group also face the
difficulty of terrain that ranges from deserts, mountains, bogs and rivers, limited food, and
harsh weather conditions. Ford Sierra RS Cosworth. Notes: The episode closes on a montage of
memorable moments the presenters were involved in, taken from both Top Gear and The Grand
Tour. They are challenged to modify their cars and travel across Madagascar in search of Pirate
Treasure that once belonged to pirate La Buse. We all know Richard Hammond. He has been
allowed to take the brand new Ford Mustang Mach 1 out for a spin, the most performance-based
Mustang to ever land on European soil. It might look like a regular Mustang, but that could not
be further from the truth. The Mach 1 comes with many refinements and a whole host of
performance parts from the equally awesome Shelby GT Under the hood of the Mach 1, is a 5.
The stance for one and the headlights are hooded, to give it an aggressive Mustang frown. The
graphical treatment Hammond says is quite similar to the original as well. It is worth pointing
out that the prototype Hammond is driving is left-hand drive. When it arrives in the UK, the
steering wheel will migrate to the other side of the car. Unlike perhaps the original Mach 1, the
new model handles a lot better. It comes as standard with the rather difficult to pronounce,
magnetorheological suspension system. Tiny magnetic particles in the damper fluid, and when
electricity is introduced you get magnetism. And this affects the damping of the car, and it is a
very clever system. Contributing to HotCars since the Autumn of By Henry Kelsall Published
Dec 17, Share Share Tweet Email Comment. Here's What Scarlett Johansson Drives. Related
Topics News Ford. Three British TV stars responsible for making automotive enthusiasm wildly
popular among mainstream viewers worldwide are returning to the small screen this week.
Jeremy Clarkson, James May, and Richard Hammond are back to their regularly scheduled
shenanigans on Amazon's The Grand Tour, with the show's third season set to debut in just a
few days. Fans have waited nearly a year for its return since last season's finale in mid-February
Even if you consider the occasionally obnoxious hosts an acquired taste, this series is worth
looking at for the high production values, the gorgeous scenery, and the always fascinating
variety of sheetmetal to see in action. The premiere in particular should be a real treat. The

season is expected to comprise 12 episodes, based on the three-year, episode deal signed by
Clarkson, Hammond, and May before production of the first season, which premiered in late The
trailer for season three reveals more of the kinds of capers that are expected from everyone's
favorite WASPy aging car critics. We spied everything from Hammond stranded on a log bridge
in a '90s GM brodozer to Lamborghini Urus vs. Porsche racing around an emphatically phallic
ice track atop a frozen lake. Other highlights include May inducing serious oversteer in a
Pininfarina-designed Lancia Gamma, Clarkson's high-speed track test in the outrageous
McLaren Senna, and a pickup comparison featuring the forbidden fruit that is the
Mercedes-Benz X-class. Two changes for the third season include the deletion of the forgettable
Celebrity Face-Off segment and the incorporation of The Grand Tour Game , an episodic
console racer that will release new content weekly featuring the cars and locations from that
week's episode. As we've previously said, the game should be a hoot to play , but dropping the
celebrity interview bit could slay one of the show's greatest demons. Less of the stilted
dialogue with regional B-list celebrities and more of the expertly written, beautifully produced
driving segments will surely improve the show's pacing and international appeal. For those
extra excited to tune in, we're just pointing out that previous seasons have become available to
watch at 10 p. ET the night before the official release. And, of course, seasons one and two are
available right now. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories.
The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of
Best Station Wagons of The Grand Tour. This content is imported from YouTube. You may be
able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information, at
their web site. The Grand Tour - Season 3. Shop Now. This content is created and maintained by
a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may
be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. More From News. And while it may not be as powerful as the
American Market muscle car, Ford Europe maintains that the new track-focused 5. With a little
help from a partnership between Ford U. The legendary presenter made a whole series of videos
about his journeys with a Ford Ranger Raptor , a vehicle he once described as his mid-life crisis
car. In their latest project, Hammond was given the keys to the Mustang Mach 1 and was tasked
with answering fan questions about the pony car. Staring in one of the most popular shows on
the planet for over a decade has its perks, we guess. In Europe, the Mustang Mach 1 will
produce horsepower and ft-lb of torque, compared to figures of horsepower and ft-lb of torque
in North America. This of course involved a track, some cones, and some aggressive steering
application. In terms of outright performance, we know that the car will do mph in 4. While the
video does come across feeling like an advertisement at times, there is always fun to be had
watching Richard Hammond in a car. Furthermore, if he is willing to give this thing his blessing
to use the Mach 1 nameplate, it might just be a standout yet. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Notify
me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Email address:. Latest
Popular Hot Trending. Search Search for: Search. Like this: Like Loading Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. Don't read about boring cars! Did they say how
much time diff a wet track makes? In Top Gear it was 4 seconds but I don't think this track is as
corner-intensive. NIO EP9 did a It isnt road legal so i dunno if you boys can add it or not. Top
lap times of the new season so far. II, Why did the M2 do so badly here? It demolished an M4
around streets of willow a real race track , it should have destroyed the big and heavy sedans. I
don't know, to me it says something different, 1. Ah that's right the S was on the street lol. It
doesn't show the mph times here but if you click That's about the same time On dragstrip this
actually managed to do a 9. Well the S was tuned on a dragstrip with a mix of 93 and Btw, PS
from 3. One of the most stunningly beautiful GT's ever manufactured. And a V12 too made
That's something I can agree on. But if I may be honest: Ferrari kinda Ferrari are known to make
multi cylinder engines with comparatively small cylinder size. Vehicle best. Driver best. All lap
times. Non-dry laps. Flying start. Standing start. Non-road-legal vehicles. McLaren S Mike
Skinner McLaren S Abbie Eaton Porsche Carrera S Mike Skinner Porsche Boxster S Mike
Skinner Abarth Spider Mike Skinner Jaguar XJ Abbie Eaton Ferrari Testarossa Abbie Eaton
Grand Tour Eboladrome "Eboladrome" - the "most dangerous" track in the world - the narrow
and somewhat scary test loop around RAF Wroughton near Swindon. More tracks from United
Kingdom. Top Gear Track - lap times , 2. Silverstone GP post - lap times , 5. Autocar Dry
Handling Track - lap times. First episode of the Grand Tour. Is the track really only 1. There are
some very slow hairpins. Doesn't seem too unreasonable. The "1. This page is for personal,
non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage
doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for
everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep

bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. The Grand Tour
episode six is light on goofs, big on cars Episode Review Don't let the lead image fool you.
Brandon Turkus. Share 0 Comments. If you ever wonder why I'm always ranting and raving
about The Grand Tour being at its best when the cars are the stars, tonight's mid-season
Christmas episode is the perfect explainer. The Grand Tour 's sixth episode was everything that
makes a car show great. In the Mustang's corner, Americanophile Richard Hammond. It's a
brilliant segment because it's so simple. Hammond loves the Mustang and wants to show the
sights to the first Mustang Ford has officially sold in the UK. Ignoring that the entire affair ends
in the same staged, "surprise" arrival I complained about last week, seeing Hammond cruise
across Tower Bridge, past Westminster Palace home of Parliament, or where "we keep all our
idiots," as Hammond helpfully explains , past the Cenotaph which I took as a not-so-subtle dig
at Top Gear 's Cenotaph controversy , and through Trafalgar Square is cathartic for fans of
American cars tired of the constant abuse from Europeans. Frankly, while seeing these two
modern American icons on screen with these TV personalities is fun, the reality is that the
actual comparison between the two cars is annoyingly brief. The segment features plenty of
Clarkson and Hammond arguing their respective points, before taking a break for Conversation
Street. More on that in a minute. The actual regimented, head-to-head between the two cars is
limited to a drag race and a lap of the Eboladrome with Mike Skinner at the wheel. Instead, the
hosts sample their cars in a "chase. And it's fine. Not only would it set the stage for more
arguing between the two hosts, particularly based on the outcome of Skinner's laps, but it'd
give us the same cinematic thrills as this segment with an actual dose of comparison. Instead,
Mike Skinner's all there is. This was her first time watching The Grand Tour , and it took 30
seconds of Skinner on camera for her to remark "Why is he so annoying? I really don't like him.
Whining about The American aside, comparing the Focus RS and Mustang head-to-head and on
equal footing is something fans have been waiting for â€” the result doesn't disappoint. And
while I wish Clarkson and Hammond spent more time comparing the cars on the road instead of
simply arguing while parked alongside Stonehenge and in Cheddar Gorge, it doesn't change the
fact that the entire segment with these two is entertaining. The Grand Tour' s beautiful
camerawork and Clarkson and Hammond's delightful delivery is a great pairing in crappy cars
on straight roads, let alone two red-blooded performance models on twisting roads. The
cinematography and the hosts bring these vehicles to life, even if they don't actually test them
as thoroughly as enthusiasts might like. While this week's Conversation Street was short on the
news, it was big on some of the irreverence that typified Top Gear in its golden era. Starting
with the three hosts in sombreros tricky territory, indeed the discussion covers the gorgeous
cabin in the new Volvo S90 before devolving into a comparison between the messiness of
Cadbury chocolates. It's funnier than it sounds. The same is true of the gift segment. A
semi-regular fixture on Top Gear , Clarkson, Hammond, and May transitioned the feature to The
Grand Tour , and as usual spent more time mocking manufacturer-branded gift items and
supplements for breaking bones than actually suggesting gifts. It's cheesy, but if you don't
chortle at The Grand Tour condoms, you have no soul or, at the least, you're more mature than I
am. Episode six finished up with what's best described as a driving-tinged documentary. While
most automotive enthusiasts know the story of Ford , Ferrari, and Le Mans, James May's
narration and test drives in actual GT40 and P3 racers bring a new and enjoyable element to the
action. But a big part of what makes this segment work is the nitty gritty detail May introduces
to the audience. Sections about Enzo Ferrari and his purple pen, the business cards Henry Ford
II handed out to his team, and Ford's dismal two Le Mans campaign before its successful race
are little-known parts of the well-worn story. Ultimately, these are minor qualms. The Grand
Tour wrapped its first half of the season up with a mostly kitsch-free episode that focuses on
what all of us here love â€” cars. With six more episodes in The Grand Tour' s inaug
ford focus wiring diagram uk
1997 kawasaki bayou 220
basic furnace wiring diagram
ural season, I hope this episode represents a righting of the ship after an inconsistent start.
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